Magic Price Table is a complete solution for building awesome tables/grid chart. Even if the time to configure the module may be slightly longer, final product will be amazing and will delight your visitors.

**Features:**

- By default, it comes with 4 columns & 10 rows;
- Supports images (JPG, PNG, GIF) & SWF;
- For more row effect, you can use instead of colorpicker these color: red, black, orange, ocean, green, blue, brick, purple, silver;
- Link can be added for each column and select target (Blank or Self);
- Support special characters (ö Ç Ý Ü Ù Ú Û Ü Ö Ô Ò Ó Õ Å À Á Â Ã Ä È É Ê Ë Ì Í Î Ï Ñ);
- You can select percentage for Hover Effect;
- You can select Width for each column & Height for each row;
- You can write text for each row and select font size, color, shadow or add a image;
- You can select dimension for each image (width & height);
- Enable / Disable or Show / Hide: Each Column, Each Row, First Column Hover Effect, Row Text Shadow;

**Note:** Due to some incompatibilities with some databases, we recomend you to use the module that you need (if you need 4 columns use the module with four columns, and only if you need 5 columns, use the five columns module).

**New Feature:** From now you have possibility to load multiple instances of the same module on the same website!!!
Module Class Suffix - A suffix to be applied to the css class of the module (table.moduletable), this allows individual module styling;

Multiple Instances - This parameter allow to load multiple instances of the same module on the same website.

How It Works: Make a copy of this module. After that, in the new copy set this parameter to "Copy 1"! Same, for other instances, but set this parameter to "Copy 2, Copy 3 .... ".

GLOBAL SETTINGS:

- Global stage width - Set up the global stage width, the actual width of the flash animation;
- Global stage height - Set up the global stage height, the actual height of the flash animation;
- Hover Effect Percent - Here you can set hover effect percent for all columns;
- Text Align - This feature is applicable with the second row of text (first row will always be centered);
- First Column Hover Effect - Enable or disable hover effect for first column.
COLUMN SETTINGS:
- Enable Column - Choose if you want to enable or disable column;
- Column Width - Set width for column;
- URL Link - Insert a URL link for column;
- URL Target - Target for URL link (blank or self);

ROW SETTINGS:
- Enable Row - Choose if you want to enable or disable this row;
- Row Height - Set the row height;
  NOTE: If you want to preserve the row dimensions of the first column, set the row height of the other 3 columns to auto;
  Example: Row 3 Height (First Column) = 50 -> Row 3 Height (Second, The Third, Fourth Column) = auto;
- Row Color - Set the row color. For more row effect, you can use instead of colorpicker these color: red, black, orange, ocean, green, blue, brick, purple, silver;
- Row Text - If you do not want text to appear, leave empty this field;
- Row Text Size - Set the row text size;
- Row Text Color - Set the row text color;
- Row Text Shadow - Enable or disable text shadow effect;
- Image Path - Path to the image you want to display on this row. If you do not want image to appear, leave empty this field. How add default images?
  For the image path parameter push the Select button and in the pop-up window insert the default image path in the Image URL field and push the Insert button!
  For the image to be displayed correctly you must set Image Width & Image Height;
- Image Width - Set the image width;
- Image Height - Set the image height.

Please recommend us to your friends if you like our work! Please do not forget to Rate our Item. We would be very happy to see your comments and your Stars.
Thats it, if you are experiencing any difficulties, or you would like some assistance with implementation, feel free to get in touch by filling out the contact support!

Thanks, for buying!